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Abstract: In this work, we address the use of object recognition techniques to annotate
what is shown where in online video collections. These annotations are suitable to retrieve
specific video scenes for object related text queries which is not possible with the manually
generated metadata that is used by current portals. We are not the first to present object
annotations that are generated with content-based analysis methods. However, the proposed
framework possesses some outstanding features that offer good prospects for its application
in real video portals. Firstly, it can be easily used as background module in any video
environment. Secondly, it is not based on a fixed analysis chain but on an extensive
recognition infrastructure that can be used with all kinds of visual features, matching
and machine learning techniques. New recognition approaches can be integrated into
this infrastructure with low development costs and a configuration of the used recognition
approaches can be performed even on a running system. Thus, this framework might also
benefit from future advances in computer vision. Thirdly, we present an automatic selection
approach to support the use of different recognition strategies for different objects. Last
but not least, visual analysis can be performed efficiently on distributed, multi-processor
environments and a database schema is presented to store the resulting video annotations
as well as the off-line generated low-level features in a compact form. We achieve
promising results in an annotation case study and the instance search task of the TRECVID
2011 challenge.
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1. Introduction
Video sharing has become one of the most important activities in the internet and it accounts for a
large share of today’s internet traffic [1]. Professional videos and user-generated content of different
genres are available on video portals like YouTube, YouKo, Vimeo, Hulu, and Metacafe [2–6]. Millions
of users visit such portals every day [7] in order to watch videos on their computer screens and mobile
phones. Despite this success, current video sharing and retrieval works quite differently from classical
internet document retrieval for text documents, websites, and images. In order to understand the big
picture of current video sharing and its development potentials it is necessary to get a deeper knowledge
of the roles and aims of video portals, their users, and about the nature of video documents. Thus, we
start with a brief overview of these topics before a flexible object-of-interest annotation framework is
proposed for the assistance of various video portals.
Video documents consist of audio-visual content and they are accompanied by metadata. The entities
of video documents are scenes, shots, and frames on a temporal level; objects on spatial level; and object
related events on a semantic level [8]. Bibliographic metadata is used to describe general video attributes,
such as the video title, its genre, owner, duration, and number of views on a video portal. Structural
metadata includes the hierarchy of scenes and shots while content metadata describes information like
the shown actors and audio transcripts of a video [9]. In the process of video annotation, metadata of
all three types is generated using manual, interactive, or automatic annotation techniques. Most video
retrieval techniques solely operate on metadata although the video content itself can also be used by text
queries and visual queries [10]. More than a decade ago, studies about the formulations of text queries
have been made in [9], and [11]. They distinguished between (a) queries about the videos as a whole;
(b) queries about the topic content; (c) queries about sensory content (e.g., the appearance or location
of objects); and (d) queries about the data and metadata. In contrast to text queries, visual queries use
images or videos as input to retrieve similar videos or videos that show specific objects. The main
difficulty of these visual queries is the generation or retrieval of appropriate query content itself.
Video portals are one of the major success stories of the Web 2.0. Since YouTube went online in
2005 an immense number of videos made their way through the internet and more than 50% of all
web users visit one of several hundred online portals on a daily basis [7]. In short, these portals try to
provide as many videos as possible and to maximise the number of page visits and views. Complex
server architectures and service models are used [1] to deal with the vast amount of data requests.
User generated video portals like YouTube, and YouKo mainly rely on advertisement as their source
of revenue while paid accounts are frequently used from domain specific portals such as Netflix where
only professional content is shown [12]. Portals for user-generated content allow video uploads and users
can annotate their own videos with free text tags and make comments on videos they have watched. Most
portals can only be used to generate metadata that belongs to an entire video while a few systems such
as Synvie [13] and the prototypical system of [14] enable users to make comments on video scenes
and shots. The portals use own, proprietary metadata formats and differentiate between different video
genres. Furthermore, there are often restrictions for the video content, codecs, and duration that is
allowed for uploading.
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Beside video consumption on the websites or in external video players, each portal provides some
video retrieval and browsing services. Videos are presented with one or multiple keyframes and
metadata, such as its title, duration, number of views, and a general description. The same keyframes,
for instance the first frame of a video, are always used although [15] has shown that these keyframes are
not suited to present the results of each video query. Video retrieval is usually possible through (a) direct
navigation to videos using external links; (b) internal links such as personalized recommendations
and related videos that are shown in the portal website; and (c) text-based searches. According
to [16], internal links of option (b) account for about 60% of all views in YouTube. The presented
recommendations are personalized for each user and they reflect her recent activities on the site. Related
video links are shown for videos that stem from the same user of a selected video that are similarly
tagged or share other similarities like internal user recommendations or comments. However, it has been
shown that there is an extremely weak social connectivity between users of a video portal [17,18] and
that views from user recommendations mainly account to direct links that are contained in Facebook
postings, emails, or somewhere else. Such external links provide a way of advertising the videos, and
thus they are especially important for recently uploaded videos with 10% to 30% of all views in the first 4
days of a YouTube video [19]. In the same study, the overall views from external links only accounted for
about 7% views of all YouTube videos while a much higher impact of external links has been measured in
YouKo. However, the current number of YouTube visits that consists of a single page view (bounce rate)
and its constant increase over the last 20 months (up to 33% measured in November 2011 by Alexa [7])
indicate a higher number of views from external links today and supports their importance. The last
class of video retrieval in online portals stems from search queries and goal-oriented browsing around
a certain topic [16]. For this, it follows that only a small partition of all video views originates from a
search oriented retrieval process, although no exact numbers are available. Most video portals only allow
text-based video searches while visual queries and their combination with text queries [20] are mainly
integrated in research prototypes [21–24] that stem from computer vision research.
Video portal users follow the same intentions as users of traditional broadcast television. On the one
hand, they visit video portals with the simple, unarticulated want to be entertained by content that they
find interesting. On the other hand, they are interested in specific information and content. According
to [25] users can be classified in (a) browsers with no clear end goal that perform a series of unrelated
searches within a session and jump across multiple topics; (b) surfers that have a moderate clarity of
an end goal. Their actions may be somewhat exploratory in the beginning but increase the clarity in
subsequent searches; and (c) searchers that are very clear about what they are searching for in the system
and only need short sessions to retrieve an end result. Users further adapt to the provided technologies
and thus there exists a relationship between the most used query types (about videos as a whole that can
be answered with bibliographic metadata) and the availability of results [9]. In other words, this means
that people tend to ask queries where they expect reasonable answers. Queries about the visual content
usually involved actors and their actions while questions about objects and the video structure have only
been raised by people that were involved with multimedia work.
The reasons why users want to share video content are manifold. One group of users produces content
by themselves and simply like to share this content with other people. Another group wants to share or
promote videos that they find interesting. The generation of tags and comments for video content is
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motivated by the similar goals, as shown in an investigation of user-generated YouTube tags [26]. One
interesting finding of this work is that tags are generally not used to enhance the video description but to
improve the video popularity. [27] further discovered, that people have a higher motivation to annotate
their content when they get the right incentives and affordances for annotation, which means that poorly
annotated content is often a consequence of inappropriate annotation tools. Social tagging systems are
described in [28] together with a taxonomy to compare different tagging architectures, as they have
done it for Flickr and Delicious [29,30]. Another initiative to improve video annotations comes from
annotation games, such as OntoTube and Yahoo’s VideoTagGame, where users are motivated to tag
videos for fame [31].
Content-based analysis techniques have been investigated in many works for the use in video
annotation and retrieval. Amongst other things, researchers proposed ways to generate better and
more annotations using tag recommendation, tag propagation, and tag ordering [32]. Although a large
number of retrieval techniques and systems exist that use low-level content features independently or
combined with text queries (see Section 2), content based analysis techniques are not presented in current
video sharing portals. The proposed object-of-interest annotation framework in this work tries to learn
from related systems and focuses on solutions with a high potential for industrial applicability. Thus,
this framework represents an interface between video portals and computer vision research targeting
object recognition.
The framework further offers the possibility to improve video sharing portals in regard to their
capability of scene retrieval and object based text queries. It exploits object recognition approaches
without presenting new methods or fixed analysis workflows. Recognition approaches of all kinds
including global and local detector-descriptor chains, matching strategies and machine learning
techniques can be integrated and the framework can be easily extended to incorporate computer vision
advances. Moreover, we designed this framework for the use in various video platforms instead of
proposing another stand-alone system. Despite its flexibility in matter of recognition approach extension
and its compatibility with existing video portals, a few cornerstones mark the framework’s efficient
nature: Firstly, videos are represented by a few keyframes per scene. Secondly, object annotations and
low-level features are stored in a simple and compact form with sufficient information to answer text
queries on scene level. Thirdly, an appropriate recognition approach is automatically selected for each
annotated object. Furthermore, the framework was designed for the use in large-scale video collections
with distributed analysis on multi-core and multi-machine architectures.
Figure 1 shows a high-level perspective of the framework in combination with the roles of
video portals, their users, and computer vision engineers as well as an overview of the proposed
object-of-interest annotation. This annotation process first pre-processes all videos of the portal to
select relevant keyframes and to extract visual features. User interaction is then required to initiate the
annotation of new objects in uploaded videos starting from a single example. In this process, keyframes
that are supposed to contain the same object are returned to the user for feedback. After this training
data generation, the object is automatically annotated in all videos of the collection. The relevance of
scene and object level retrieval results should then be visible to the user at the first glance, as shown
for the query “cow” in Figure 1. The evaluations of this work are focused on the object-of-interest
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annotation in real-world scenarios and on automatic approach selection to show the capabilities of the
proposed framework.
Figure 1. A high-level perspective of the proposed annotation framework.
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The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work in the area of
object-based video annotation, object recognition, and recognition infrastructures. Section 3 describes
the proposed object-of-interest annotation. In Section 4 the configurable object recognition infrastructure
is introduced and it is discussed how video portals might integrate the framework. Section 5 presents
an annotation prototype of the framework and the results of experimental evaluations. Finally, Section 6
draws conclusions and gives future research directions.
2. Related Work
Content-based analysis methods for video annotation and retrieval are proposed from several research
directions. In the following, we review this research with an emphasis on scene-based and object-based
methods. Furthermore, we discuss the state-of-the-art of object recognition, automatic approach
selection, and recognition infrastructures. These topics are directly related to the proposed framework
and a comparative discussion is given where possible.
2.1. Content-Based Annotation and Retrieval
Several content-based video retrieval systems have been proposed in the literature, such as the QBIC
system [21,33], and the systems JACOB, VideoQ, Violone, Netra-V, VisualGREP, InsightVideo, ANVIL,
and VARS that are reviewed in [22,34]. Most of these systems stem from the 1990s and are focused on
query by example techniques that have been adapted from image retrieval [25]. They usually extract
low-level features (color, shape, texture) from keyframes and only a few of these systems incorporate
motion [35]. Specific video domains, for instance broadcast news and sport, have been investigated
in [36,37] to annotate specifics like the sport type, playing fields, players and presenters, the audience and
inserted text. Moreover, a few systems have been proposed that are specifically designed for large-scale
video collections [38–40] that focus on scalability rather than most accurate analysis approaches. The
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predominant inconvenience of query by example systems is the query generation itself. In contrast to
text queries, it is quite difficult to obtain content examples that fit to specific retrieval goals that a user
might have in mind.
Thus, recent research mainly focused on approaches for the generation of additional, richer metadata
that is suitable for text-based video retrieval. In the simplest case, videos are thereby classified into a
few predefined genres using text, audio, and visual cues [41]. Most approaches annotate videos with
up to a few hundred concepts or labels. This task is also referred to as “video concept detection”,
“video semantic analysis”, and “high-level feature extraction” [42]. Proposed techniques include support
vector machines, Gaussian mixture models, maximum entropy methods, modified nearest-neighbour
classifier, and multiple instance learning as described in the survey of Naphade et al. [43]. However,
concepts consist of fuzzy semantics. Objects and object relations are given as concepts together with
events and sometimes even with attributes like the size and speed of objects [44]. Concept annotation
is usually performed globally for entire videos and without spatial information. A recent study about
video indexing and retrieval [20] describes the state-of-the-art in video structure analysis, the used visual
features, and analysis techniques.
Another trend in the computer vision society is the use of external knowledge and existing annotations
for the generation of new metadata. Similar images or videos are obtained by searching (starting
from a few keywords) to collect further tags for the investigated content, see [45,46]. Search-based
approaches [47] are further used to collect a sufficiently large training set for machine learning
environments, for instance in the video concept detection system TubeTagger [48]. [49] proposed an
approach to employ the redundancy of online video portals in order to improve the annotation of videos.
They performed near duplicate video detection is performed to detect identical and overlapping videos
that have been uploaded to exchange their annotations.
Traditional video retrieval is mainly performed on a global level for entire videos. This trend
is fostered by video portals that only allow global annotations and that mainly consist of short,
user-generated videos. However, some annotation and retrieval techniques are performed on scene and
shot level. For instance, the ShotTagger [50] allows shot-based video tagging and the authors presented
a user study that indicates that the resulting retrieval is more convenient for users than the standard
approach. The ViGOR system [51] presents a video retrieval system for complex search tasks, like the
query to retrieve shots where a person is walking or riding a bicycle. In [52] social video annotation and
retrieval systems are proposed that operate on scene level while [46] exploits the social knowledge that
is embedded in Wikipedia, Flickr, and YouTube to generate such annotations without user interaction.
Further scene-based and shot-based annotations originate from video annotation methods that operate
on objects. A recent study of these methods is given in [10] together with a taxonomy to characterize
object level retrieval systems. In this context, we have to distinguish between manual, interactive, and
automatic object annotations. A manual system is given in [14] where users can make comments
to spatio-temporal regions (bounding boxes) of online videos. Objects, object relations, and object
related events are then automatically extracted from these user comments to enable object-based and
event-based scene retrieval. Similar object annotation systems are presented in [40,53]. An interactive
video segmentation was presented in [54] to extract objects-of-interest from the background in videos.
The segmented objects can be further used for video annotation.
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Sivic and Zisserman [55] proposed one of the first automatic attempts to enable object-based
video retrieval that was inspired by Google web searches. [56] automatically labels the characters in
professional videos while video objects are captured in [34] by static cameras. [57] presents a new
window-based technique to identify which regions of an image are likely to contain a foreground object
by a combination of several image cues. Moreover, saliency detection methods are used for automatic
object identification in image sequences [58–60] while [61,62] try to detect frequently occurring regions
and characteristic video patterns.
Only a few evaluation sets exist that are specifically designed for video analysis. The TREC Video
Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) that is operated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) is the leading initiative for video annotation and retrieval evaluations amongst them [63]. This
benchmark is annually performed with different retrieval tasks, such as content-based copy detection,
instance search, known-item search, semantic indexing, and surveillance event detection. A collaborative
annotation tool that already integrates low-level feature analysis and reasoning techniques [64] is thereby
used for ground-truth generation. Another evaluation challenge is MediaEval [65] that includes tasks for
tagging and geotagging of videos. The Google Challenge [66] is a web video categorization challenge
that uses text and social features to identify the category of a video. The PETS dataset presents an
evaluation benchmark for surveillance related tasks, such as person counting, tracking, left luggage
detection, and loitering [35]. We also use the TRECVID data for the evaluation of this work. Thereby,
we stick to the data and evaluation procedures of the instance search tasks 2011 that fit perfectly to the
aims of the proposed annotation system.
Similarly to the mentioned works, we perform video annotation on object level to enrich the metadata
of these videos and to enable scene-based video retrieval. In contrast to most works, we propose the
use of query-dependent keyframes to visualize the retrieved videos. The relevance of these keyframes
is significantly higher compared to usual keyframes [15]. We further propose an annotation process
where user interaction is only required to initiate new annotations. The described approaches that use
external knowledge and identify objects-of-interest might be incorporated into the proposed framework
in order to enable a fully automatic object annotation. One fact that makes the proposed annotation
process unique compared to the related work is that no defined analysis techniques are used. Instead,
we use a flexible framework that can be extended with all kinds of visual features, pre-processing and
post-processing steps, matching and machine learning strategies.
2.2. Object Recognition
Recently, researchers have achieved quite good results for the recognition of individual objects [67,68]
and object classes, for example, in the Pascal VOC challenge [69]. Best practice approaches are based
on visual features that are generated from local region detector-descriptor chains [68,70] and from object
models that are suited for recognition with feature matching or machine learning approaches [71]. In the
context of object recognition, good visual features should generally compute the same values when they
are applied to the same objects and distinct values for different objects. It is well established that feature
types mainly differ by the trade-off that they achieve between their discriminative power and invariance.
Furthermore, different recognition tasks require different trade-offs, and thus no single visual feature is
optimal in all situations [72]. In addition to visual features, [73] has shown that all components of a
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recognition approach can have strong influences on the achieved results. Popular approaches include
interest point and region detectors [74] (Difference of Gaussian points, Harris–Laplace corners, MSER
regions), segmentation-based approaches [75], dense sampled regions [76], and even global approaches
can be very efficient for some tasks [77]. Texture-based features (SIFT [67], SURF [68], HoG [78]) are
mostly used to describe these interest regions while color-based and shape-based features have been of
minor interest in the last years. However, the success of combined features that incorporate color and
texture [76] indicate the importance of all feature types. In a further processing step, visual features are
then used to form object models such as the popular bag-of-features [79] and sparse representations [80].
The authors of [81] pointed out that the manual process of choosing appropriate algorithms and tuning
them for a given task is more an art than a science. A couple of works investigated the automatic
selection and customization of recognition approaches from different directions: Attempts to optimize
the parameters of specific visual features, like SIFT or HOG, are given in [82–84]. Varma et al. [72]
proposes a kernel-learning approach to select the best feature combination for a task using a SVM
framework that works with all types of features. [85] uses a convolutional neural network to learn new
features for each task instead of using manually designed, hand-crafted features while [81] proposed a
trainable local feature matching approach that uses a boosting framework. In contrast to these works, we
try to automate the simultaneous selection and customization of the entire recognition process with all
kinds of visual features, matching strategies, and parameter settings. To the best knowledge of the author,
no work exists that presents such a holistic approach for the selection of object recognition approaches
in video.
Similar to the mentioned works, we select recognition approaches with the help of initially selected
training data. Although it might be possible to tweak algorithms manually for specific tasks and
objects, it is much easier and more intuitive to provide appropriate training data instead [81]. According
to [82], these data-driven approaches further increase the probability to learn the invariance accurately
for specific applications. A potential drawback of data-driven systems is the requirement of training data
that is usually human labeled [86,87] or synthetically generated by artificial image transformations [85].
The manual annotation of training data is time consuming and synthetic approaches often do not capture
all the invariance of real data. Thus, [74,82] used optical flow tracking as a data collection step to
customize the recognition of moving objects without any human intervention. We propose an iterative
data collection approach where only one keyframe that contains an object example has to be selected
by the user in the first place. More instances are suggested by the system to support the interactive
annotation process.
2.3. Recognition Infrastructures
Recently, [88] stated that many object recognition architectures exist in the literature but only a few
of them present really generalized infrastructures. They usually propose one specific approach for the
recognition of all kinds of objects. However, [89] pointed out that different object types should be
treated differently to achieve the best recognition results and [90] stated almost 20 years ago that the
time has come to stop searching for a single method that can solve object recognition and to combine
different methods instead. We stick to these ideas and propose an infrastructure that integrates multiple
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approaches and that can be configured for various recognition tasks individually without a pre-defined
processing chain.
Although several computer vision and machine learning toolboxes [91–93] exist that significantly
reduce the development effort compared to development from scratch, the needed effort and the required
engineering skills are still considerable. A Matlab-like programming interface for content-based retrieval
systems is presented in [94] that contains various features, distance measures, and classifiers. This
RetrievalLab is user extendable and includes visualization tools. The work that is most similar to the
infrastructure proposed in this work (CORI) is [88] which presents REIN: a REcognition INfrastructure
for robot vision applications. In this infrastructure, the used algorithms and approaches can also be
configured dynamically to adapt the system to a certain recognition task. However, every processing
step and the connections between these steps have to be specified in a complex XML format. In contrast,
CORI works with rough, human readable configurations and it determines the execution order of the
processing steps and their data flow automatically. More degrees of freedom are further provided for
the extension of CORI by the support of user-defined data types and the use of one single interface
for new algorithms and approaches while three pre-defined interfaces constrain the processing chain
of REIN. Furthermore, CORI was developed to run on general purpose computers (PCs on various
platforms) while REIN runs on top of the robot operating system ROS. For this reason, CORI is the
optimal foundation for the proposed object-of-interest annotation approach, as described in Section 4.
3. Object-of-Interest Annotation
This section presents an easy and user-friendly approach to annotate those scenes in a large video
collection that contain a specified object-of-interest. These annotations are well suited to improve
text-based video retrieval, especially when a user searches for specific objects or scenes. The left part of
Figure 2 shows the corresponding annotation workflow. The entire video collection is first pre-processed
to extract keyframes and visual features. Next, a few initial object instances are interactively collected
starting from a single keyframe that shows this object. In this process, the region of each object instance
is automatically selected. After this, appropriate recognition approaches are selected that fit to the
visual attributes of the object in an integrated analysis-evaluation approach. Eventually, the object is
automatically annotated in all videos of the online portal.
The right part of Figure 2 shows the database schema that is used to store the results of this object
annotation. Objects-of-interest are given with one or more user-generated free text labels to enable
retrieval tasks. These labels can be ambiguous as the same object might be annotated differently [28],
but it is out of the scope of this work to dissolve such ambiguities. Furthermore, metadata (like a
user identification, annotation date, and an interaction protocol) are stored together with the selected
recognition approaches that are used for the automatic annotation of this object. Object instances capture
the object-of-interest that is shown in a keyframe with an optional region (arbitrary shaped polygon) and
a user feedback flag (correct or false annotation). Videos and keyframes are derived from the media
object class and they contain a media reference and metadata. The keyframes are either stored in small
resolution or extracted on the fly from the video at the specified time point. In the latter case, the media
reference is left empty. On the fly generation is especially reasonable when this annotation system is
integrated to a video portal that contains suitable video summarization and browsing capabilities. The
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schema can be extended by further media object entities, such as shots and scenes, when necessary.
Shot entities are, for example, used in the TRECVID 2011 experiments in this work. Furthermore, the
proposed annotation schema contains visual features that are serializable to binary form which makes
them suitable for storage in all kinds of databases and file systems. Further details about the storage of
recognition approaches and visual features are given in Section 4.
Figure 2. Annotation workflow (left) with the associated database schema (right).
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3.1. Video Pre-Processing
As first step, all videos are pre-processed in an off-line process to enable an efficient annotation
process. Keyframes and visual features are thereby extracted from the videos without any user
interaction. We expect that a large number of videos has to be processed in this process and that
new videos are frequently added. Thus, pre-processing can be performed in a distributed manner
on multi-core and multi-machine architectures. The generated data is stored in the database schema
described above.
Keyframe extraction: Keyframes are a very common way to present videos and they are often used
as input for content-based video analysis. The keyframe extraction approach of [48] and others is similar
to the one of this work. A standard shot detection [95] is applied before an activity-based keyframe
selection algorithm is performed for each shot. Shots with little activity are summarized with only one
or a little keyframes while up to 10 keyframes are extracted for high-activity shots. We measure the
activity with global SIFT descriptors similar to the work of Oliva and Torralba [77] that used global
features to capture the gist of a scene. As shown in Algorithm 1, the Euclidian distance is used to
compare these features and an adaptive threshold that is decreased until no more than 10 keyframes are
selected for a shot. During analysis of the first few video shots an appropriate value is automatically
selected for this threshold, and thus its start value (default 0.5) only affects these first shorts. Due to the
simplicity of these global features, keyframe selection performs faster than real time.
Feature extraction: The selected keyframes are then used to extract various visual features for
object specification, recognition approach selection, and object annotation. Note that the proposed
system is not restricted to the use of specific features and recognition approaches, but the following
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features are currently integrated to the system: SIFT [67], SURF [68], Gabor Wavelets [96], MPEG-7
DominantColor, ColorLayout, ColorStructure, and EdgeHistogram [97] features. These features can be
extracted globally from the entire keyframe or locally from dense sampled regions [73], Difference
of Gaussian points [67], MSER regions [70], Viola–Jones faces [98], histogram of gradients body
regions [78], and from image segments using a mean–shift segmentation [75]. Furthermore, a set of
image pre-processing, region filtering approaches and object models are used. As feature extraction
takes time and feature storage takes memory, it is reasonable to select only a subset of these features
for analysis of specific video domains. The used recognition infrastructure (see Section 4) enables the
selection of such sub-sets even on a running system without high development and redeployment efforts.
Algorithm 1 Keyframe Selection
Input:
vector<keyframe> f rames = every 10th frame of the shot
float threshold = threshold of last shot
Output:
vector<keyframe> keyf rames
repeat
keyf rames.clear()
for all f in f rames do
boolean lowActivity = false
for all k in keyf rames do
if EuclidianDistance( globalSIFT(f ), globalSIFT(k) ) < threshold then
lowActivity = true
end if
end for
if lowActivity == false then
keyf rames.add(f )
end if
end for
if keyf rames.size() <= 2 then
threshold = thershold * 1.25
else
threshold = thershold * 0.95
end if
until keyf rames.size() <= 10
3.2. Object Specification
In the second annotation step, users can interactively select a few keyframes that contain the
object-of-interest. These keyframes are used to select an appropriate recognition approach including
region detector-descriptor chains, matching strategies and dissimilarity measures as well as the parameter
settings of all components. Thus, it is important to collect examples of the object that represent the
appearance of this object in all videos of the portal well with appropriate difficulties and levels of
abstraction. If we want to annotate all cars independent of the used camera view, for example, then the
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initial object-set should not only include blue SUVs shown from a frontal view. The object specification
is composed of following three steps.
Select keyframe: First, a single keyframe of the object-of-interest has to be selected in one of the
videos. This can be done when the user is browsing through the extracted keyframes, while she is
watching a video, or in any other way that is provided by the surrounding video portal. The prototype
that is presented in Section 5.1 allows keyframe selection in a simple interface where the thumbnails of
an entire video are shown. The actual position of the object within a selected keyframe is automatically
computed in a later processing step, described below. Generally, examples of an object might also be
used from outside the video collection but this is not supported yet because we need to know from which
video and keyframe the first object example stems.
Algorithm 2 Suggest similar keyframes
Input:
vector<features> positives = features of the selected keyframe
vector<features> negatives = features from keyframes without the object
integer videoId = video id of the selected keyframe
integer keyf rameId = id of the selected keyframe
Output:
vector<keyframe> suggested
for i = 1 to numberOfKeyframes( videoId ) do
f eatures = loadFeatures( keyf rameId + i )
distP os = nearestNeighbour( f eatures, positive )
distN eg = nearestNeighbour( f eatures, negative )
if distP os > thresholdA and distP os/distN eg < thresholdB then
suggested.add( keyf rameId + i )
end if
i = −i
if i < 0 then
i=i−1
end if
end for
Similar keyframes: After the user has selected a keyframe that shows the object, we start to search
for further examples of this object from nearby keyframes according to Algorithm 2. This search starts
in the video of the selected keyframe but, if necessary, it can be expanded to related videos that stem
from the same user or that have been labeled with similar tags. Due to the high run-time requirements
of this process (the user is actively waiting for results to mark them as positive or negative examples) we
use a fast bag-of-features matching (BoF) with dense sampled SIFT and ColorLayout features. Feature
matching of an investigated keyframe K against all positive and all negative object instances O is thereby
performed with a nearest neighbor strategy and the histogram intersection:
histogramIntersection =

i<cbSize
X
i=0

max (Ki , Oi ) − Oi

(1)
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where i is the current codebook index of both BoFs. This histogram intersection decrease the importance
of background objects that are shown in both images compared to traditional distance measures such as
Minkowski distances and statistical measures [99]. Keyframes are suggested to the user if the distance
of the current BoF to nearest positive neighbor is below a certain threshold and the ratio between the
nearest positive neighbor and the nearest negative neighbor is above another threshold. The suggested
keyframes are shown to the user as soon as they are available. Instantly after the user provides feedback
(if a keyframe contains the object-of-interest or not), the visual features of this frame are also used
for further keyframe suggestions. This process is terminated after a few object examples have been
identified. Due to the needed user interaction, we designed the framework in a way that a small number
of object examples (typically between 2 and 6) is sufficient.
Object regions: After keyframe selection, we try to compute the rough position of the
object-of-interest in these keyframes automatically with a relaxed region matching. In this process,
we use SIFT descriptors [67] extracted from up to 300 Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) points using a
high-contrast filter in order to match each keyframe of the set against each other. This matching is done
with a nearest neighbor distance ratio strategy using Euclidian distance as proposed in the original SIFT
approach but with lower threshold ratios. Thus, it is also possible to generate matches for less similar
descriptors that stem from objects of the same class. After this, we compute the object region in all
selected keyframes with the convex hull around all matching DoG points according to our prior work
in [100]. The result of this region matching are shown for the top keyframe in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Automatic detection of object regions from a few keyframes.

3.3. Recognition Approach Selection
In the automatic approach selection, we compute the results for different features and recognition
approaches, evaluate them, and combine the best ones. Optionally, we further present the results to
the user to get a feedback. As shown in Figure 2, this process consists of the three steps: analysis,
evaluation, and fusion. The initial object examples are used to compare different recognition approaches
against each other and, if user feedback is given, these steps are iteratively executed to improve the
achieved results.
As specified in Algorithm 3, appropriate approaches are selected after the recognition results of
all approaches have been individually generated and evaluated. This algorithm uses the popular
leave-one-out strategy [71] to match all object examples except one against the keyframes of all videos
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and the left-out object in each iteration. The position of this left-out object within all results is then used
for evaluation. The algorithm can be applied to analyze a few hundred hours of video at once. However,
it is also reasonable to start the analysis on a single video. In each iteration, an ordered list with object
instances is returned and one combined list per recognition approach is then generated using the same
fusion that is later used to combine the selected recognition approaches for the investigated object. In
the following, details about analysis, evaluation, and fusion are given.
Algorithm 3 Recognition Approach Selection
Input:
vector<recognition approach> approaches = recognition approaches to investigate
vector<instance> objects = the initially selected object instances
vector<keyframe> collection = videos to annotate
Output:
vector<instance> results
for all a in approaches do
vector<features> resultsA
for all lef tOut in objects do
if lef tOut.positiveExample() is false then
continue
end if
query = objects - lef tOut
testset = collection + lef tOut
orderedResults = analysis( query, dataset )
position = evaluate( orderedResults, lef tOut )
eval.add( position )
resultsA.add( orderedResults )
end for
result.add( fusion( resultsA ) )
end for
vector<setup> bestApproaches = selectBest( eval )
results = fusion( results, bestApproaches )
Analysis: In the analysis step, we try to recognize the selected object in all keyframes with a couple
of different recognition approaches. Object instances are generated for each recognition approach
and ordered according to their recognition probability. Instances with a high recognition probability
are given on top of this list. As mentioned before, analysis is not restricted to specific recognition
approaches, but the following approaches have been used in the experiments of this work with the
features mentioned in Section 3.1. On the one hand, we have the matching strategies: nearest neighbor,
k-nearest neighbor, nearest neighbor distance ratio [67], thresholding as well as their combinations. All
of these strategies have been used with the dissimilarity measures Manhattan distance (L1), Euclidian
distance (L2), Canberra metric, Jeffrey divergence, Psi Square, cosine function based similarity, and
histogram intersection. Please refer to [99] for details about this dissimilarity measures. On the other
hand, we used SVMs [71] with different kernels and applied a few post-processing steps, like geometric
verification [67] and feature voting. Each approach further contains a number of parameters, such as the
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threshold of simple feature matching, that can be tuned to improve the recognition of specific objects.
Further details about the actual recognition approaches are given in the related works section.
Evaluation: If no region information is given in the initial object examples, a positive match is
generated when the left-out keyframe is contained in the analysis results and we return the position
of this match. This keyframe level comparison is possible because every object instance includes the
information in which keyframe it was detected, as shown in the annotation schema of Figure 2. When
region information is given, all object instances are individually compared against the left-out object
by computation of the region overlap using a polygon intersection. Figure 4 shows this evaluation
for a task where three object instances (“persons”) have been selected (right image) with exact object
boundaries. The suggested object instances from a recognition approach (left image) are given as
bounding boxes. In this figure, the person shown in the middle of the keyframe was used as left-out
object. Thus, the evaluation tries to find out if this object instance was returned and at which position in
the ordered result list. During evaluation, every object instance that was generated from this keyframe
is compared against the left-out instance using polygon intersection. Those instances that are above a
certain intersection (default value is 60%) are true positives (bold bounding boxes) and all other are false
positives (thin bounding boxes). The position of the best true positive is then returned, which is 17 in the
shown example. Note that the proposed evaluation process does not guarantee that the best recognition
approaches are selected. However, the experiments of Section 5 show that it works well if the initial
object examples present the object in the videos well.
Figure 4. Evaluation for the first iteration of the one-left-out approach.
Analysis results

Initial object examples

Pos. 46
Pos. 491

Instance 1

Pos. 17
Pos. 1

Instance 2

Instance 3

Overl.:
78%
Overl.: 15%
Overl.: 63%
Overl.: 25%

Evaluation Results:
Iteration 1: Pos. 17
Iteration 2: ...

Fusion: Finally, the one-left-out results of each approach as well as the recognition approaches that
achieved the best evaluation results are combined using following fusion strategy.
ranki = besti ∗ #lists ∗

#entriesi
− besti
#possibleEntries

(2)

In this fusion, we compute the rank of each object instance i in the result lists based on its best position
in all result lists and the number of entries of this instance in all lists in relation to the possible amount of
entries. Depending on the recognition approach, multiple entries of the same instance can either be given
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in one result list or not. After this, we order all instances according to this ranking value. The intuition
behind this fusion is to order the instances similar to a zip fastener starting from their best entries. The
order of entries with the same best value (originating from different result lists) is determined from the
total number of entries. In an alternative fusion approach we additionally used the number of top x
ranked entries (x ∈ 50, 100, 500).
3.4. Automatic Annotation
The proposed recognition approach selection is only efficiently applicable for small video collections
because the analysis of each approach takes some time, compare Section 5.2. Thus, we annotate
only a couple of videos in this process and propose the annotation of further videos in an automated
post-processing step. During this analysis, the selected annotation process is used to annotate an object
only in the best matching videos. In contrast to the earlier steps of the workflow, we suppose that this
annotation is performed without a human in the loop and that results of this annotation might only
implicitly be inspected during video retrieval. The annotation of false object instances in this step
will not significantly decrease the video retrieval performance, as user-generated annotations are always
preferred to answer video queries. The automatic annotation process can be easily distributed over an
arbitrary number of analysis machines, which is especially important for large-scale video portals that
are incrementally growing.
4. Recognition Infrastructure
In this work, a flexible object-of-interest annotation framework is presented that employs specific
recognition approaches for different video domains and objects. The configurable object recognition
infrastructure CORI [101] provides the foundation of this flexibility. In this infrastructure, simple
configurations define how keyframe extraction, the suggestion of similar keyframes, the computation
of object regions, and the actual object annotation is performed, as shown in Figure 5. CORI consists of
algorithms, descriptors, and tools in its core, and it provides the functionality to extract visual features
for training and recognition. The annotation framework further operates on a few object examples and
the videos of an online portal.
Generally, a set of different skills and expertise are required for the development of object recognition
systems. For instance, algorithmic image processing skills are needed to develop feature extraction
and matching approaches while application and database engineering skills are required to store these
features efficiently in a database and to present the results adequately. CORI facilitates the separation of
these heterogeneous parts and enables the integration of new algorithms independent of their later use.
Changes of the used recognition approaches can be performed without recompilation and deployment
of a running recognition system simply by changing its configurations. This is important because
different video portals might investigate different recognition approaches for object annotation and
because new recognition approaches can be employed without changing the entire annotation system.
Furthermore, considerations about the performance have been taken into account by an intelligent
combination of multiple recognition approaches during feature extraction and support of distributed
computer architectures. CORI is written in C++ and it supports the use of existing computer vision
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toolboxes, such as OpenCV [91], VLFeat [92], and [96]. In the following, we describe how CORI works
and how it can be used to support different video portals appropriately.

Listing 1. Configuration of visual feature extraction (left) and recognition (right).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

[Visual
name
output
module

Features]
= Gist
= FloatVector
= imagePreprocessing, size_32_32;
SIFT
------------------------------------------[Visual Features]
name
= BagOfFeatures
output = IntVector
modules = denseSampling, s_0.5_0.3_0.15;
SIFT; ColorLayout; BoFGenerator
------------------------------------------[Visual Features]
name
= localSIFT
output = FloatVector, Regions
modules = denseSampling; DoG;
SIFT, highContrastFilter_300

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
------------------------------------------- |
[Visual Features]
|
name
= Persons
|
output = FloatVector
|
modules = FaceDetection; HoG;
|
GaborWavelets
|

[Recognition]
name
= KeyframeExtraction
input
= Gist
strategy = Nearestneighbor
distance = Euclidian
--------------------------------[Recognition]
name
= SimilarKeyframes
input
= BagOfFeatures
strategy = K-Nearestneighbor
distance = HistogramIntersection
-------------------------------[Recognition]
name
= ObjectRegions
input
= localSIFT
descriptors
= FloatVector
strategy
= NNDR, ratio_0.3
distance
= Euclidian
postprocessing = ConvexHull
--------------------------------[Recognition]
name
= ApproachSelection
input
= {BoF,Gist,Persons}
strategy = SVM, kernel_{RBF,X2}
gamma_{1:+0.1:5}, c_{1:*2:8}

Figure 5. Overview of the recognition infrastructure in the annotation process.
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4.1. Visual Feature Extraction
The extraction of visual features from video frames presents the starting point of the proposed
object annotation. This extraction consists of several modules for image loading and pre-processing
(e.g., to scale and normalize the keyframes), or for region-of-interest detection and description, and these
modules have to be executed in an appropriate order. The actual modules differ from task to task and
Figure 6 shows the used modules of the first three annotation tasks in a visual feature extraction graph.
Global SIFT features (keyframe extraction), a bag-of-features approach with dense sampled SIFT and
ColorLayout features (similar keyframes), and local SIFT features from Difference of Gaussian (DoG)
points (object regions) are used for these tasks.
Figure 6. Visual feature extraction graph.

Input: Image
Output: Image
Input: MediaReference
Output: Image

Image
Reader
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Tasks

GIST
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Extraction

DoG-SIFT

Object
Regions

BoF

Similar
Keyframes

Image Preprocessing
SIFT

DoG
Input: Image
Output: Regions

Dense
sampling

Region
Preparation

Input: Image
Output: FloatVector

Input: Image, Regions
Output: Image

ColorLayout

BoF
Generator
Input: FloatVector
Output: IntVector

In this feature extraction graph, modules are shown as labeled rectangles and the arrows between
them indicate the interconnections of their input and output. The output of each step (e.g., images from
the image reader) can be used as input for several other modules and they can be combined to visual
features as shown on the right side of the graph. Modules that are used for more than one task are shown
in multiple colors in Figure 6. The repeated use of the same intermediate results accelerates the feature
extraction significantly and reduces the memory requirements.
CORI constructs such feature extraction graphs automatically from simple configurations to support
interoperability without high engineering costs. Listing 1 shows the corresponding configurations where
the features of each task are specified in one paragraph (left) and the used recognition approaches (right).
In the feature configurations, the name is used to identify the visual features for training and recognition
and it can be chosen arbitrarily. The comma separated output list indicates the visual feature types and the
modules string specifies the used processing steps. Here, semicolons separate different modules, while
commas separate a module from its parameters. The first part of a parameter (before the underline)
presents its name and all following parts present its values. In order to specify the use of several
values per parameter, intervals and lists of concrete values can be defined. In these cases more complex
extraction graphs with many instances of the same module (with different inputs and parameter settings)
are generated. This property is especially important for recognition approach selection, where many
different recognition approaches and differently parametrized features are investigated for the annotation
of each object, as shown in the last paragraph of the right listing side. The syntax of intervals is ”{start
value : step size : end value }” while lists are comma separated. In addition to the configuration of
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modules, filters can be specified to use only inputs that fulfill certain criteria. For instance, it is possible
to use only regions with a certain gray-level contrast in their neighborhood or to use the 300 regions with
the highest contrast, as specified for DoG-SIFT features (Line 17).
Modules: As shown in Figure 7, each module provides methods to explicitly state which input
descriptors it expects, which output descriptors it will generate, and which parameters it holds. The
internal state of a module instance can be changed using the configure method. The actual algorithms and
functionality of a module are hidden in the generate-descriptors method. Each module further contains
a description method to explain its functionality. New recognition approaches and algorithms can be
added to CORI either as heavy-weight modules (that perform many processing steps internally) or as
set of light-weight modules that contain smaller processing steps separately. Light-weight modules
facilitate the reuse of intermediate results for succeeding modules. This improves computation and
memory efficiency.
Figure 7. Class diagram of modules, descriptors, and extraction graphs.
ColorHistogram
SIFT
RegionPreparation
ImageReader

...

HarrisCorner

Module
-parameters
+generateDescriptors()
+configure()
+input()
+output()
+parameters()
+description()

VisualFeatureExecutionGraph

Image8uC1

Descriptor

-executionOrder<Modules,Filter>
-approachConfiguration
-globalResultModel
+parseConfiguration()
+generateDescriptors()
+findMissingModules()
+computeExecutionOrder()

-IppImage8u*

+serialize()
+deserialize()

FloatVector
-floatVector

..

DescriptorSet
-descriptorVector
-generatedFrom

Region
-polygon
-orientation

Model
-typeToDescriptorSets

Descriptors: Descriptors present all data of the recognition infrastructure in a type-safe way. They are
implemented as smart pointers (Boost library) to prevent unnecessary copy operations. Furthermore, they
provide binary serialization and de-serialization capabilities, see Figure 7. Descriptors of the same type
can be stored in descriptor-sets together with the information from which modules they stem. Several
descriptor-sets can be grouped together in a model where they are stored in a map according to their
type. Models are used as IO-arguments for the generate-descriptors method of modules and visual
feature extraction graphs and they provide methods to add, remove, and access descriptor-sets and single
descriptors. Most visual features are described by vectors of basic data types, such as float-vectors. More
complex features can be stored in user-defined descriptors or as combinations of simple descriptors in
a model. User-defined descriptors can be added to CORI by inheritance from the descriptor base class
and by overwriting the serialization methods. In addition to vectors of the basic data types, images,
parameters and recognition results are the most important descriptors. Recognition results include a
region polygon that indicates where the object-of-interest lies in the media object (keyframe) together
with a recognition probability, compare object instances in Figure 2.
Extraction graphs: The automatic graph construction starts with the initialization of a new visual
feature extraction graph shown in Figure 7. These graphs then parse the configuration for each
recognition approach separately and perform a validity check. Next, each new module is compared to
already existing modules in the graph according to their type, input and parameter settings. Modules that
did not overlap with existing modules are then added to the graph and the specified filters of each module
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are set. If several filters exist for the same module, an aggregated filter is generated for this module and
more specific filters are handed over to the succeeding modules in the execution graph if necessary.
4.2. Training and Recognition
Object recognition systems usually consist of a training stage and a recognition stage. Training is
performed prior to recognition in order to learn appropriate object models. The right side of Listing
1 shows that each recognition setting is configured in its own paragraph. The name, the used input
features and descriptor types, the recognition strategy, and the used distance measures are specified.
Furthermore, it is possible to specify certain post-processing steps, as shown for object regions in Line
19 where the convex hull is used to cluster individual feature matches to a combined region, as described
in Section 3.2.
During training and recognition, all modules of a visual feature extraction graph are executed in the
calculated order. Thereby, the required inputs are selected for each module independently from the IO-set
with respect to the specified input filters. After a module was executed with the generate-descriptors
method, its output is again stored in this IO-set. Finally, the specified visual features of each recognition
approach are selected from the IO-set and returned under the given name. These visual features can
be further used to learn new object models, for example for machine learning strategies. As mentioned
before, this model learning step is not necessary for feature matching strategies. Instead, post-processing
modules might be used to transform the generated feature matches to an object model, for instance with
a geometric verification as proposed in [67].
Figure 8. Class diagram of recognition strategies.
Matching
-vector<Distance>
RecognitionStrategy
-vector<Distance>

CombinedMatching

+recognition()
+train()
+configuration()
+preconditions()

-vector<Matching>
MatchineLearning
-parameters
+load()
+store()

Thresholding

Manhatten

NearestNb.

...

K-NearestNb.
SVM

..

Distance
+distance(FloatVector,FloatVector)()
+distance(IntVector,IntVector)()
+distance(...,...)()

Euclidian
JeffreyDiverg.
Earthmovers

...

CosineCorr.

Boosting

Recognition Strategies: CORI supports three different types of recognition strategies: feature
matching, combined matching, and machine learning approaches. Simple feature matching strategies
are nearest neighbor, k-nearest neighbor, or thresholding for one input feature type using one distance
measure. The base class of all recognition strategies is shown in the left side of Figure 8. Matching
strategies are implemented independently of the used distance measures and the same code is used to
compute feature matches with different distance measures for different feature types. Furthermore, it
is possible to extend CORI by both new strategies and distance measures, without the need to change
existing code. The clue behind this functionality is the distance class that contains functions to compute
the distance between two features of the same type. New distance measures have to be derived from
this base class and it is necessary to overwrite the distance functions of those feature types that they
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support. Matching strategies contain one or more distances that are used with the current descriptor type.
Combined matching strategies contain several matching instances that are executed one after another in
the recognition process and combined afterwards. In contrast to feature matching, machine learning
approaches are similarly implemented as modules for visual feature extraction and, in fact, they are also
derived from the module class of Figure 7.
4.3. Integration in Video Portals
There is not only one single way how the proposed framework can be integrated into a video portal, but
several integration levels might be reasonable that fit to the available resources and software architectures
of different video portals. In the following, we describe four different integration levels. The first,
minimal integration only consists of a manual object annotation that uses the presented keyframe
clustering algorithm and the database schema. Thereby, it is sufficient to store one keyframe (or its
timepoint) for an annotated object to answer video queries that include the object label as keyword. The
second integration level presents an interactive annotation where a video portal has to store all keyframes
that a user has selected for an object with the help of the keyframe clustering and keyframe suggestion
algorithms. The region detection approach of Section 3.2 can be optionally used to support the annotation
process. In this integration level, video retrieval became possible on a scene level, which means that
users can navigate between different video scenes of an annotated object. The third integration level
additionally uses the recognition approach selection of Algorithm 3 to annotate the object-of-interest
automatically in the first few keyframes that are returned by the selected approach. In this case, it is
recommended to store the information if an object instance has been annotated by the user or not and to
prefer user-approved instances to answer video queries. The fourth and last integration approach includes
an user feedback step to classify the automatically annotated object instances as true or false annotations.
The benefit of the later integration levels is a more complete instance-list of the object-of-interest and
the possibility to (semi-)automatically annotate this object in newly uploaded videos.
Video portals have to store the annotated objects-of-interest and their instances (compare Figure 2) in
order to improve the retrieval process. The computation of clustered keyframes and the feature extraction
can be done at the client side (user of the video portal) before video upload or at the video portal severs
after a video was uploaded. In the case of client side analysis, video portals do not have to bother about
resources and scalability issues. However, we suppose that a stand-alone application is needed in this
case instead of a single website. The storage of visual features at the server side is only required if object
annotation should be performed in several videos at once.
5. Experiments
Ideally, the experiments of this work would be performed on an existing online video portal but this
is out of the project’s scope. Thus, we developed a prototype that integrates the proposed annotation
framework and performed a case study with two video datasets on it. This prototype can be downloaded
from [102] and the reader is encouraged to perform experiments with his own videos. Furthermore, we
participated at the instance search task of TRECVID 2011 to compare the proposed framework against
other systems.
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5.1. Annotation Prototype
The video annotation prototype is implemented as client application with a simple user interface.
This prototype is free available as Windows distribution [102] and was developed in C++ with the
Qt application framework [78]. The user interface of the prototype appears very sparsely to suggest
the “touch and feel” impression of a web application that is shown in a usual browser. We suppose
that this is the preferred way in which video portals might use the proposed framework. The only
client application item in the prototype is a status bar that displays interaction hints and that contains a
progress bar to visualize the current processing state. After a video was selected by the user for the first
time, shot boundary detection and keyframe extraction is performed. In this process, the free Shotdetect
software [103] and FFmpeg [104] are executed in parallel before keyframe clustering takes place. Next,
the prototype extracts visual features from these keyframes and they are stored in a sub-directory of the
video file. When a video is opened for the second time, the clustered keyframes and extracted features
are loaded without further analysis.
As shown in Figure 9, the clustered keyframes are shown in a compact matrix form in a scroll widget
with 8 thumbnails per line. Typically, 5 to 7 lines fit to the screen which means that a user can see about
50 thumbnails at once. This representation makes it easy to navigate over a large number of keyframes.
Below each keyframe a label is displayed that consists of the cluster id and a reference to the video
timepoint. A detailed view of a keyframe appears when the mouse cursor is placed above its thumbnail
and users can start to annotate objects by pressing the left mouse button above a thumbnail. The selected
keyframe is then shown in the first line of the widget and the suggested keyframes that are supposed
to contain the same object are shown in the lines below. Users can select further keyframes as positive
or negative examples using the left and right mouse button above a keyframe. Negative examples are
also shown in the first line of the widget but starting from the right side. As described in Algorithm 2,
keyframe suggestion uses both positive and negative examples, and thus we recommend the annotation
of negative examples especially in those cases where the object-of-interest is not contained in the first
suggested keyframes. Moreover, negative examples are helpful if two or more objects are shown on
several positive examples although only one of them is the object-of-interest. This happens frequently
during the annotation of a person because different persons are often shown together and in front of the
same location. As soon as two positive keyframes have been selected, the region detection algorithm of
Section 3.2 takes place in the background to identify the object regions in all positive keyframes. These
regions are then shown as red polygons in the prototype.
Users can finish the annotation of an object by pressing any button on the keyboard. After a label
has been entered for this object, users can annotate further objects starting from the original keyframe
representation. For each annotation, the prototype stores a few information (like the object name, the
selected keyframes, and the needed annotation time) in simple text file. Moreover, it is possible to
configure the used visual features and recognition approaches for the three algorithmic steps (a) keyframe
clustering, (b) keyframe suggestion, and (c) region detection of the prototype according to Listing 1 in
Section 4. New algorithms and recognition approaches can be integrated into the proposed recognition
infrastructure and they can be used without recompilation of the prototype simply by replacing one
dynamic linked library (AnnotationFW.dll).
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Figure 9. Object-of-interest selection in the annotation prototype (under the mouse cursor).

5.2. Case Study
We evaluated the interactive annotation process and the proposed algorithms of Section 3 in a case
study with the presented prototype using two video datasets. The first set consists of 20 short videos that
have been randomly downloaded from YouTube. The second set contains 10 longer videos including
feature films, documentations, and an animated video, as listed on top of Figure 10. Although the
overall runtime of these videos is only about 15 h, we captured many characteristics of the annotation
process including the number of average annotations per video, the needed user interaction time, and
the storage requirements. We assume that these characteristics also apply to large video portals because
each video is independently annotated while the automatic annotation of multiple videos (Section 3.4) is
not considered in this case study.
Figure 10. Number of keyframes that contain the object-of-interest within 48 keyframes.
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Table 1 gives an overview of the used video datasets. As shown, the average video duration of the
short videos from YouTube was about 5 min with the shortest video of 31 s and the longest of 22 min.
An average number of 68.5 keyframes are clustered from these videos, which means that on average
one keyframe is used every 4.4 s while a larger interval of 7.6 s is given in the second dataset. The
different cluster rates of the two dataset indicate a higher change frequency of the short videos. In each
video, we tried to annotate a few objects that seem to be important for the entire video. Overall, we
annotated 153 different objects in both datasets combined. The number of annotated objects per video
highly depends on the video duration, and thus almost 10 objects are annotated for an average video of
the second dataset while less than 3 objects are annotated in the short videos. In both datasets persons
are the most frequently annotated objects followed by the category “location” that includes soccer fields,
beaches, and specific buildings. The residual annotations either depict specific objects or object classes.
Frequently annotated examples of these categories are specific cars (e.g., the car of a main actor) and a
more general class of cars, such as taxis. The bottom of Figure 10 lists the labels of 88 annotated objects
from the second dataset.
Table 1. Statistics about the used video datasets.
Duration (min)
Dataset

Clustered Keyframes Number of Annotations

Categories

Annotation Time (secs) Annotated Example

#
Avg

Min

Max

Avg

Min

Max

#

Avg Min

Short videos 20 5.02 0.52 22.00 68.5 13
Long videos 10 77.13 27.85 108.73 606.1 234

177
889

55 2.75
98 9.8

1
5

Max
6
15

Persons Locations Specific Object Object class
15
31

10
15

17
22

13
28

Avg

Min

Max

Positive

Negative

32.56
47.23

9
21

60
146

5.02
5.35

1.8
2.62

The variation of the used annotation time between the two datasets is rather small (33 to 47 s per object
annotation) considering the large difference in size of clustered keyframes. The given annotation times
include the selection of all positive and negative examples, and thus the time that a user needs to identify
a new object that she wants to annotate. Obviously, it takes a longer time to select the first positive
example when a larger number of keyframes are shown to the user and when more objects are annotated
in one video. Considering the higher number of positive and negative examples that are selected for the
second dataset, we conclude that the proposed interactive object annotation works efficiently even for
entire feature films. Longer annotation times (up to 146 s) are often caused by the fact that no keyframe
was suggested in the top ranks by Algorithm 2 that contains the initially selected object-of-interest.
Furthermore, the average annotation times are slightly longer (55 s) for the gray-level movie ”Alexander
Newski” because object identification is more difficult when no color information is given.
After each selection of a positive or negative example, keyframe suggestion is performed on the
residual keyframes to support the annotation of further object instances. As shown in Table 1, more
than 5 positive examples were selected in an average annotation, although these statistics include some
annotations where only 1 or 2 positive examples were selected. On average the suggested keyframe
on position 6.1 was selected as positive example and in 37.5% it was ranked on the first position. It
turned out that the selection of the second positive example is the most critical one, especially when a
large difference between the initially selected object and all other instances exist. Sometimes, the second
selection was placed above the 200th suggested keyframe. In these cases, the selection of a few negative
examples usually improves the situation.
Figure 10 and the left diagram of Figure 11 show the results of an evaluation that we performed
using those interactively annotated object instances of the second dataset that contain more than two
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positive examples. In these experiments, we manually counted the number of keyframes that contain
the object-of-interest (a) within the top 48 suggested keyframes of Algorithm 2, (b) within the top
48 keyframes that are returned by the automatically selected recognition approach of Algorithm 3, and
(c) within a random selection of 48 keyframes from the video. We chose the number of 48 keyframes
because this was the amount of visible thumbnails on one screen of the prototype. This experiment setup
presents the typical interaction process for user feedback, as described in Section 3.2. Note that the
randomly selected keyframes have no order and that the ordering (within the 48 keyframes) of the other
runs is not important for user feedback as long as all keyframes are shown on one screen because users
do not have to investigate the keyframes line by line. Thus, we omit to compute the average precision of
correct keyframes and give the absolute numbers of correctly returned keyframes instead. These numbers
can be interpreted as precision (using a division by 48) although the actual number of correct keyframes
that exist for an object is unknown and only a small fraction of the objects are supposed to be shown in
48 keyframes or more.
Figure 11. Correct keyframes (left) and selected approaches (right) per object category.
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The left diagram of Figure 11 shows that an average of 10 correct keyframes was returned from
keyframe suggestion in the second dataset while almost 13 correct keyframes were detected from
the automatically selected recognition approach. The number of correct keyframes from the random
keyframe selection was slightly below 4 on average, though up to 21 for the annotation of some persons,
as shown in Figure 10. However, random keyframe selection performed significantly worse than the
object recognition approaches for all object categories and it achieved a slightly better result than
keyframe suggestion for less than 6% of all objects. The automatically selected recognition approach
outperformed keyframe suggestion in 89% of all annotations and a constant average improvement of
about 30% was achieved for all object categories. The right diagram in Figure 11 shows the distribution
of recognition approaches that make use of bag-of-features, face detection, local feature matching, and
segmentation-based features for each object category. Bag-of-feature approaches were selected over all
categories. For the annotation of persons, face detection approaches (using Gabor wavelets, SIFT, and
color features) have been selected most often. Local feature matching approaches, such as the original
SIFT matching [67], are the predominant approaches for the location category while segmentation-based
approaches (color and texture features from mean-shift regions) were only selected to annotate a few
general object classes. In this case study, object regions (Section 3.2) have not been used for the
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recognition approach selection. However, the detected regions are shown in the positive examples of
the prototype and they are useful as rough feedback for the quality of the selected examples. If the
regions are too big, it is very likely that the object’s background is not separately selected as negative
example. In examples where the region of wrong objects is shown, negative examples of these objects
might be useful. Figure 12 shows a few region detection examples.
Figure 12. Region detection results for 4 objects.

Last but not least, we measured the processing time and memory consumption of the individual
analysis steps on a desktop PC with a Intel quad-core CPU with 2.66 GHz and 8 GB of main
memory. As shown in Table 2, the run times of keyframe clustering heavily depend on the input
video size. Videos with a size of 320 × 240 pixels are clustered 14.8 times faster than real time,
videos with 640 × 480 pixels 2.7 times faster than real time, and the clustering of a one hour video
with 1280 × 720 pixels needs about 1h and 7 min. These run times include the frame extraction, shot
detection, and the actual clustering algorithm. In the prototype, frame extraction with FFmpeg operates
only on a single CPU core and takes between 80% and 90% of the overall clustering time. The clustered
keyframes are stored with a resolution of 512 pixels in the longer dimension and consume about 19 MB
storage for a one hour video. However, video portals do not have to store all clustered keyframes at
their servers, see Section 4.3. The keyframe suggestion step needs about 31 s to extract features for
1 h of video while the suggestion of keyframes for a set of positive and negative examples takes only
250 ms. Region detection needs about 750 ms for each keyframe that was selected as positive example
while the run time of the automatic recognition approach selection cannot be given that easily. As shown
in Table 2, this time depends on the type and number of visual feature and recognition approaches of
interest. In the case study, an overall number of 12 different feature types with 10 different matching
approaches were used, which took between 2 and 3 h to analyze 1 h of video. The size of the metadata
that is needed to enable object-based and scene-based video retrieval is below 1 KB for an entire feature
film, compare the database schema of Figure 2.
Table 2. The required run-times and storage for an average video of one hour.
Keyframe Clustering

Measurement Units
Feature Extraction (seconds)
Matching (seconds)
Storage (KB)

Keyframe
320 × 240 640 × 480 1280 × 720 Suggestion
242

1,315

4,050

19,000

19,000

19,000

31
0.25
620

Region
Detection
0.75 /kf
40

Auto-Selection
BoF Face Det. Local Feature Seg.-based
20
0.2
445

125
8
3,500

50
87.5
15,000

135
0.15
185
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5.3. TRECVID
The main purpose of the presented framework is the annotation of video objects in order to improve
the text-based video retrieval of online portals. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to compare the results
of different annotation systems against each other because the output of these systems vary in several
matters, such as the representation of objects. Furthermore, users can annotate different objects in the
same video, give different labels to the same objects, and operate with a different annotation speed
and accuracy. However, these limiting factors do not exist for example-based video object retrieval,
and thus initiatives like the TRECVID instance search tasks emerged lately to provide benchmarks for
retrieval systems. We took the opportunity to participate at this pilot task that exists since 2010 with
the goal to retrieve video shots of specific objects, persons, or locations. As shown in Figure 13, the
used object queries are similar to the initially selected objects of the case study in Section 5.2, though
a perfect segmentation is given as binary mask. Each query contains between 2 and 6 keyframes of the
object-of-interest, extracted from nearby video sequences.
Figure 13. Object examples of the instance search task.
Setting sun

SUV

Dome with clock

Femal presenter X

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) performs the ground-truth generation and
the evaluation of this TRECVID task. In this ground-truth, 1830 video shots of 25 different objects (see
the bottom of Figure 14) are annotated in about 136 h of video. The used BBC rushes video collection
contains raw material from which programs and films are made in the editing room. These videos
include material for several dramatic series as well as for travel programs. A shot detection was already
performed by NIST to produce a collection of 20982 short clips and it was specified that these clips have
to be treaded independently during analysis. We extracted about 70000 keyframes from these shots using
Algorithm 1 for further analysis. The output file of each video object query contains up to 1000 ordered
shots with those shots on top that are most likely to contain the object-of-interest. In the evaluation,
NIST computes the average precision for each query together with a combined mean average precision
for all queries [63]. These measures indicate how much of the annotated video sequences are recognized
with a higher weighting of the topmost list entries.
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Figure 14. Evaluation results for each query.
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Figure 14 shows the achieved results for each object as black dots together with the median results of
all 14 participating teams as dashed line. Our results are generally above this median except for a few
objects where we achieved similar results. Overall a mean average precision of 0.170 was achieved and
we retrieved up to 847 of the 1830 annotated ground-truth shots correctly. The left side of Figure 15
shows the interpolated recall-precision curve over all queries and, on the right side of this figure, the
precision for the first n shots of the output list. Both diagrams indicate that the proposed framework
works accurate to identify correct shots of a query object on top of the result list. About 15% of all
objects instances are detected with a recall above 50%. These instances are good candidates for the
automatic annotation of Section 3.4 where precision is more important than recall and where a few false
annotations are acceptable. User feedback for the first 48 video suggestions (as done in the case study)
would lead to an annotation of about 25% of all object instances in this task. On average this means that
we would annotate about 12 instances per object query, which is almost the same result that we achieved
in the case study of Section 5.2, compare Figure 11.
Figure 15. Interpolated recall-precision curve (left) and precision at n shots (right).
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5.4. Discussion
In the experiments section of this work, we wanted to demonstrate that the proposed framework
facilitates the annotation and retrieval process of video portals significantly. Thus, we developed a freely
available annotation prototype [102] and performed an initial case study on it. This case study shows
that at least interactive object annotation can successfully be used to annotate a few objects in several
scenes of a video in order to enable object-based and scene-based video retrieval. The annotation time
that a user has to spend in this interactive process was measured with 1.5 min for short videos and with
less than 8 min for entire feature films. We believe that many video portal users are willing to spend such
an effort if their videos gain higher visibility as a revenue. Furthermore, we showed that the processing
time and storage consumption of all processing steps is moderate and we depicted several opportunities
for the framework’s integration in video portals that allows analysis on the client as well as on the server.
The results of the TRECVID challenge support the framework’s usability for video portals as a similar
number of correct object instances were detected under the topmost shots although a much larger dataset
was used. The challenge further shows that the proposed framework is capable of producing competitive
video object recognition results. The achieved results are above the median of all 14 participating teams
though they are not the best overall results. However, we do not intend to prove that the proposed
framework would work better than all other systems because further recognition approaches (including
the ones that performed best in the challenge) can easily be integrated in the framework. Moreover,
example-based video object retrieval is not the focus of the proposed framework but only a part of it.
Another important contribution of this work is the automatic approach selection because, on the one
hand, it is known that just one approach is not sufficient for the recognition of all objects. On the other
hand, neither the video portals nor their users can be supposed to select an appropriate recognition
approach for each object-of-interest. We have shown that the selected approaches significantly
outperform a baseline bag-of-features approach for most examples and that different recognition
approaches are selected for different object categories. For instance, face detection approaches are
frequently selected for the annotation of persons. Furthermore, we want to point out that our evaluations
(as well as the evaluations of related works) show that current recognition approaches cannot perform the
annotation of any object like the human visual system. However, we believe that the proposed framework
will still be useful, if not more effective, when computer vision techniques have improved further. In
this context, automatic approach selection will be especially important to support novel recognition
approaches that are tailor-made for specific object types.
Moreover, we made some additional observations in our experiments that might be interesting for
video portals. Firstly, the objects-of-interest that are suitable for annotation are restricted by their
minimum size and by the number of object instances. Only those objects that take at least one third
of a keyframe were selected and it takes an exceptionally long time to annotate objects that are only
shown in one video scene. Secondly, we found that it is difficult to annotate unknown videos in a way
that the selected objects and their labels are not superficial. Thus, we recommend to annotate objects
shortly before or after the video upload. Thirdly, we noted it as preferable to select keyframes that show
the object-of-interest with the highest amount of variability (e.g., the same person with different clothing,
haircuts, and from different viewpoints) instead of simply choosing the first correct suggestion if many
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positive keyframes are suggested by the prototype. Note that the author of this work has performed all
experiments and annotations in his own right. Further usability studies can be performed by interested
video portals with the annotation prototype, see Section 5.1. This also applies to investigations on
changes in the user’s retrieval process caused by the existence of new object annotations, as it is out of
the scope of this project to perform evaluations on existing video portals.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
Despite the fact that object recognition techniques have seen a significant progress during the last
years, content-based video analysis is almost not present in current video portals. In this work, we gave
a broad overview of the field and proposed an extensive framework to enable object-based text queries
and video scene retrieval in various portals. The presented annotation process starts by the selection of a
single keyframe in which the object-of-interest is shown. Positive and negative examples of this object
are then selected by interactive annotation with the help of a fast keyframe suggestion. In a further step,
an integrated analysis and evaluation takes place to select an appropriate recognition approach for each
object automatically. Eventually, an object is automatically annotated in large-scale video collections and
the generated metadata is stored in a compact, binary form. Video portals can either integrate the entire
framework or selected parts of it in order to improve video retrieval on different levels. An advantage of
the proposed framework is the systematic support of improved computer vision techniques that will be
proposed in the future. This benefit is inherited from the configurable object recognition infrastructure
CORI that can be extended with all kinds of visual features, training and recognition strategies. High
processing performance is assured by the support of distributed computer architectures and an intelligent
reuse of intermediate results during feature extraction.
As a proof-of-concept, we developed a simple annotation prototype and performed a case study on two
video datasets. In this process, we demonstrated that the framework can be used to efficiently annotate
objects in short videos and full-length feature films. The results of automatically selected recognition
approaches significantly outperformed the baseline results and further improvements are expected by the
planned integration of general and object specific recognition approaches. Furthermore, the presented
framework achieved competitive results for example-based video object retrieval on the instance search
dataset of TRECVID 2011. As future work, we plan to automatically detect objects as pre-processing
step for the interactive object annotation. Moreover, we will improve the region detection approach by
the use of image segmentation to capture object boarders more accurately. Finally, we intend to integrate
and test the framework in existing video portals.
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